Fast Facts
Healthcare systems, clinicians, and imaging centers are looking for a full suite of medical physics and radiation safety services, as
well as deep expertise standardizing processes across organizations. Apex Physics Partners delivers all that and more. The Apex
mission is to transform community health and safety by providing comprehensive medical physics and radiation safety solutions.
WEBSITE
https://www.apexphysicspartners.com/
COMPANY OVERVIEW
Founded in 2019, Apex Physics Partners (Apex) is the largest medical physics services organization in North America.
Through the Apex Physics Support Group, partner physics practices receive an array of support services, including sales,
marketing, accounting/finance, human resources, recruiting, information technology, data analytics, vendor management, legal,
and insurance.
Apex is backed by Blue Sea Capital, a West Palm Beach-based private equity firm with over $750 million in assets under
management.
OUR CUSTOMERS
Apex serves more than 3,900 customers, including leading health systems, imaging networks, cancer treatment centers, private
practices, and research facilities.
HOW WE’RE DIFFERENT
Apex’s strategy centers on supporting regional medical physics leaders with the strongest reputations for quality and safety within
their communities. Independent medical physics practice leaders and physicists across the U.S. trust Apex to modernize and
automate their businesses so they can focus on what they do best: serving their communities and healthcare partners.
OUR PRACTICES
The Apex Practice Group is led by some of the nation’s leading technical and diagnostic professionals in the medical physics field.
Driven by a patient-first approach, the Apex team offers board-certified medical physicists with expertise in all modalities and
virtually every imaging manufacturer to provide comprehensive medical physics and radiation safety solutions.
The Apex network of providers, practice owners, physicists and business experts all collaborate together to address the many
challenges facing the medical physics industry today.
Apex counts eight practices in its portfolio and is growing rapidly across the U.S. Examples of Apex’s practices include:
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KGHP
Alyzen Medical Physics
Advanced Medical Physics
Gamma Corporation
OMPC
Radcom

HEADQUARTERS
Towson, Maryland
KEY EXECUTIVES
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Michael Curry, Jr., CEO
Keith Burns, President
Wendy Reeling, MA, CPA, Chief Financial Officer
Charlis Penson, Head of Business Development
View more team members here.

